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The Ritz-Carlton is bringing its brand into Switzerland with the opening of a Geneva property.

Following a multi-million dollar renovation, the 152-year-old Hotel de la Paix is relaunching as a Ritz-Carlton
branded hotel. Established first in the United States, the Ritz-Carlton's presence is mostly concentrated in the
Americas and in Asia, making this latest opening a chance to expand its footprint in Europe.

"We are very excited about the reopening of the Hotel de la Paix under The Ritz-Carlton brand," said the Manz family,
the owners of the hotel, in a statement. "We chose The Ritz-Carlton as operator because we are convinced that the
expertise of The Ritz-Carlton in luxury hospitality is going to help this unique property to maintain its position as one
of the leading luxury hotels in Geneva in years to come."

Lakefront luxury
The property, which is situated on Lake Geneva, also boasts views of Jet d'Eau and Mont Blanc. Over its long history,
the hotel has served as the venue for meetings such as the International League of Peace and Liberty.

Paying homage to its heritage as the meeting point for peace, the hallways of the hotel's atrium feature tapestries that
depict figures who helped bring about peace, including author Victor Hugo and Giuseppe Garibaldi.

Throughout the year, the hotel has also hosted notable guests including the royal family of Monaco. A regular visitor
to the hotel, Grace Kelly is commemorated in a namesake presidential suite, which is decorated with an art deco
aesthetic.

In total, the property has 74 guest rooms and 14 suites, all of which were given a new modernized look.

Meanwhile, the public areas were designed to reflect the combination of art, time and nature, drawing off the
property's location.
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Among the dining options is Fiskebar, a Nordic-fusion eatery from executive chef Alessio Corda that takes reference
from a Scandinavian fish market, complete with a fresh fish counter.

For all-day dining, Living Room Bar & Kitchen will serve a menu of local fare, while chocolatier Philippe Pascot's
treats will be available via an in-hotel shop.

"With its storied past and legacy of outstanding service, rich culture, and culinary discoveries, Hotel de la Paix is an
ideal fit for The Ritz-Carlton brand, which continues to grow and provide exceptional service and genuine care to
our guests across the globe," said Herv Humler, president and chief operating officer of The Ritz-Carlton, Bulgari
and St. Regis Hotels & Resorts, in a statement. "I am delighted to bring the brand and our renowned service to
Switzerland - the country where the legendary hotelier Cesar Ritz was born."
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